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Crystal Structure of Tryptanthrin (Indolo[2,1 -b]quinazoline-6,12-dionre) 
By W. Fedeli * and F. Mazza, Laboratorio di Strutturistica Chimica ' Giordano Giacomello ' CNR, C.P. No. 10, 

The structure of tryptanthrin, an antibiotic produced by the yeast Candida lipolyrica has been determined by X-ray 
crystallographic analysis. The structure has been solved by direct methods and refined by block-diagonal least- 
squares to R 0.089 using 1207 independent reflections. The crystals are monoclinic, space group P2,/c, with 
a = 7.46, b = 7.66, c = 20.78 8; p = 109.0". Z = 4. Tryptanthrin has thus been proved to be indolo[2,1-6]- 
quinazoline-6,12-dione : the structural features are consonant with the spectroscopic behaviour. 

0001 6 Monterotondo Stazione, Roma, Italy 

TRVPTANTHRIN is an antibiotic isolated from the yeast 
Candida ZiPoZyfica. Crystallographic analysis was carried 
out in order to determine its structure as the preliminary 
chemical and spectroscopic (u.v., i.r. , and n.m.r.) 
evidence was not sufficient for this purpose. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
Single yellow-green crystals were obtained as mono- 

clinic prisms from a methanol solution by slow evaporation 
at  room temperature. 

Monoclinic, n = 
7*46(6), b = 7*66(6), c = 20-78(16) A, p = 109.0" (5);  
U = 1122.7 A3, Do = 1.47 (by flotation), D, = 1-47, 
2 = 4, F(000) = 512. Space group: P2Jc (Cih, No. 14) 
from systematic absences h01, I = 2n + 1 ; Oh!, h = 2n + 1. 
Ni filtered Cu-K, radiation, A = 1.5418 A, p(Cu-K,) = 
8.4 cm-l. 

The unit cell dimensions and the space group were 
determined from oscillation and Weissenberg photographs. 
The errors quoted for cell dimensions are the maximum. 
The molecular formula and molecular weight were calcu- 
lated from microanalyses and confirmed by the highest 
molecular ion peak in the mass spectrum (m/e 248).2 
Intensity data were collected by the multiple-film equi- 
inclination Weissenberg technique with Nickel-filtered 
Cu-K, radiation. 

Layers from 0 to 5 around both the a and b axes were 
recorded with two different crystals. Altogether 1207 
independent non-zero reflections were estimated visually 
and used in the final refinement. Lorentz, polarization, 
and spot-extension corrections were applied, but not 
absorption or extinction. The two sets of data were 
scaled by the method of Hamilton et aZ.* and the resulting 
structure amplitudes were put on an approximate absolute 
scale by a Wilson plot. 

Detemaiwtion and Refinement of the Strmtwe.--The 
overall temperature and scale factors obtained from the 
Wilson plot were used to generate the normalized structure 
factors [Ehk lJ  from the observed structure amplitudes. 

A direct methods technique developed by one of  US,^ 
which makes use of Sayre's equation, was applied to 300 
reflections with the highest [Ehkl]  values. The set of 
phases obtained was used to calculate an E map where 
19 positions with the highest peak values corresponding to 
a possible chemical model were chosen. All the atomic 
positions were assigned carbon form-factors and an overall 
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isotropic temperature factor and then refined by the 
block-diagonal (4 x 4), least-squares method. 

The chemical species were recognized both by inspection 
of the variation of thermal parameters during the refine- 
ment and by electron population analysis of the peaks 
found in the Fourier synthesis. Further least-squares 
refinement computed after assignment of the correct form- 
factors and individual isotropic thermal parameters to all 
the atomic positions, reduced R to 0.14. After aniso- 
tropic, block-diagonal (9 x 9), least-squares refinement a 
difference Fourier synthesis was calculated and showed 
residual electron density in all the positions expected for 
hydrogen atoms. These were included and further refine- 
ment of all the parameters, except the temperature factors 
of the hydrogen atoms, which were assigned a fixed overall 
value of 4 Hi2, lowered R to the final value oE 0.089. 

During the refinement the weighting scheme w = a + 
IFo] + blFOl2 was used: this was checked at  intervals, and 
the values of a and b adjusted by means of a least-squares 
procedure in order to keep the average values of wfAFla 
approximately constant over equally populated regions 
of IF,I.6 

The final difference Fourier synthesis showed no sig- 
nificant positive or negative electron density residuals. 
Atomic scattering factors for oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon 
were from ref. 7, and for hydrogen from ref. 8. 

All the calculations were carried out on a UNIVAC 1108 
computer, Rome University, using the program library 
of the Laboratorio di Strutturistica Chimica ' Giordano 
Giacomello.' The thermal vibration ellipsoids shown in 
Figure 3 mere produced by the ORTEP program.1° Ob- 
served and calculated structure factors as well as final 
anisotropic temperature factors for the non-hydrogen 
atoms are listed in Supplementary Publication No. SUP 
21021 (5 pp.). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The chemical structure, the atomic numbering, and 

the bonding scheme of tryptanthrin together with the 
molecular bond distances and angles resulting from the 
X-ray analysis are given in Figures 1 and 2. The e s d .  
values of the bond distances are of the order of 0.01 
(the lowest and highest values are 0.008 and 0.011 A 
respectively), while those of the valency angles range 
between 0-5 and 0.7". 

Tryptanthrin consists of a sequence of four fused rings 
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form. All eight protons found in the final difference 
Fourier synthesis are in accord with the observed n.m.r. 

TABLE 2 
Least-squares planes (in terrns of monoclinic co-ordinates) 

with distances (A) of the atoms from the plane 
(a) Plane through the benzene ring C(2)-C(5), C(13), C(14) 

Deviations 

C(3) -0.003 C(13) 0.002 
C(4) 0.011 C(14) 0.006 

(b )  Plane through the benzene ring C(8)-C(ll), C(16), C(17) 

Deviations 

0.9397~ + 0.3419~ - 0.31492 + 0.4900 = 0 

C(2) -0.004 C(5) -0.013 

0.9314~ + 0.3634~ - 0.28292 + 0.3919 = 0 

-0*010 C(11) -0.005 
- 0.003 :[:;I 0.010 

Eli{ 0.015 
C(l0) -0.008 

(c) Plane through the pyrimidine ring N(1), N(7), C(l2), C(15)- 

0 .9271~  4- 0.3749~ - 0.30432 + 0.3264 = 0 
CP7) 

Deviations 
N(1) -0.017 C(16) 0.005 
N(7) -0*001 - 0.014 
C(12) 0.020 3(2) 0.090 
C(15) 0.007 

(d) Plane through the five-membered ring N(1), C(6), C(13)- 
W 5 )  

0.9347% + 0.3556~ - 0.3038~ + 0.4011 = 0 
Deviations 

N(1) 0.002 C(14) -0.001 
C(6) 0.002 C(15) -0.002 
C(13) -0.001 O(18) -0.013 

(e) Plane through the whole molecule (the two oxygen atoms 
were excluded) 

0.9347~ + 0.3554~ - 0.29962 + 0.3773 =z 0 

with the two benzene rings at  the ends. The two 
carbonyl groups, showing stretching vibration bands at 
1688 and 1725 cm-l in the i.r. spectrum, belong re- 
spectively to the pyrimidine and five-membered rings of 
tryptanthrin : the respective bond lengths of 1.23 and 
1.22 A confirm that the carbonyl groups are in the keto- 

C(Z)-C(3) 1.41 

FIGURE 1 Intramolecular bond lengths (A) 
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(f) Dihedral angle between plane (a)  and plane (d )  
Dihedral angle between plane (c) and plane (d) 
Dihedral angle between plane (b)  and plane (c) 
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FIGURE 3 Thermal ellipsoids of the non-hydrogen atom of 
tryptanthrin drawn a t  the 50% probability level 
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spectrum (CDC1,) where resonance signals appeared only 
in the region for aromatic protons.2 The main feature 
of tryptanthrin is the nearly planar arrangement of all 
the atoms. Table 2 reports the least-squares planes of 42.6". 

The mean plane of the molecule makes an angle of 21.3" 
with the b axis, so that the mean planes of the molecules 
related by the glide plane paralIel to c make an angle of 

FIGURE 4 Crystal structure of tryptanthriii projected down the b axis 

the individual rings and that of the whole molecule. 
While each of the four individual rings appears to be 
planar within experimental error, the atomic deviations 
from the plane of the whole molecule suggest thatthere 
may be small but significant departures from planarity, 
especially for O(19) and probably for C(12). 

The near planarity of this system, which is not 
entirely conjugated, allows a certain amount of electronic 
delocalization and this confers to tryptanthrin partial 
aromatic character. Evidence for the stability of this 
compound is given from the peak heights of the molecular 
ion (w/e 248) and the doubly charged molecular ion 
(m/e 124) in the mass spectrum; furthermore the broad 
peak in the 280-420 nm region of the U.V. spectrum 
suggests a certain amount of aromatic character.2 

Crystal Packing.-Intermolecular contacts shorter 
than 3.5 k are reported in Table 3. The molecular 
packing projected down the b axis is shown in Figure 4. 

Chemical Remarks.-The X-ray analysis proves that 
tryptanthrin is indolo[2,l-b]quinazoline-6,12-dione, a 
compound that has already been synthesized twice,11,12 

TABLE 3 
Intermolecular contacts < 3-50 A 

C(5)-C(91) 3.46 0(lS)-C(PI) 3.45 
C(13)-C(12II) 3.43 0(18)-C(51=) 3-32 
C(14)-0(19=) 3.48 O(lS)-C(SII) 3.38 

I -x, 1 -y ,  -2 I1 - l - x x , l - y y , - - z  
I11 -x,y - *,* - z 

although its occurrence in living cells and its biological 
activity were previously not known. 
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